
Read the pairs of meanings, and choose a correct homograph for them from the

homograph box.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

express

might

learned

quack

lean

rock

lap

tap

Homographs are words that are identical in spelling, but di!erent in 

meaning and origin. They slightly di!er in pronunciation too.

Example:

row
to propel a 

boat using oars

arranged in a 

line

power or 

strength

the past tense 

of may

past tense of 

learn

a person who is 

educated

the sound that 

a duck makes
a false doctor

one who is thin
to stand in a 

sloping position

a stone a type of music

one circuit of a 

racecourse

the part of a leg 

above knees

to hit mildly a faucet

to communicate 

one's thoughts

moving or being 

sent fast
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Read the pairs of meanings, and choose a correct homograph for them from the

homograph box.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

express

might

learned

quack

lean

rock

lap

tap

Homographs are words that are identical in spelling, but di!erent in 

meaning and origin. They slightly di!er in pronunciation too.

Example:

row
to propel a 

boat using oars

arranged in a 

line

might
power or 

strength

the past tense 

of may

learned
past tense of 

learn

a person who is 

educated

quack
the sound that 

a duck makes
a false doctor

leanone who is thin
to stand in a 

sloping position

rocka stone a type of music

lap
one circuit of a 

racecourse

the part of a leg 

above knees

tapto hit mildly a faucet

express
to communicate 

one's thoughts

moving or being 

sent fast

Answer key
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